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UNIT 08
AGREEMENT
__ This Agreement is entered into as of the day 0f
d . 1987 , by and between the State of Hawaii, Board of 
Regents, University of Hawaii, hereinafter called the Employer, 
and the Hawaii Government Employees Association, AFSCME Local 
152, AFL-CIO, hereinafter called the Union.
ARTICLE 1 - RECOGNITION
A. The Employer recognizes the Union as the exclusive 
bargaining representative for those Employees in the University, 
referred to as Unit 8, Personnel Other Than Faculty, as certified 
by the Hawaii Labor Relations Board.
B. The term "Employee" as used in this Agreement refers to 
Employees in the bargaining unit.
C. Whenever in this Agreement the masculine gender is used, 
it shall be deemed to include the feminine gender.
ARTICLE 2 - MO STRIKE OR LOCKOUT
A. The Union agrees that during the life of this Agreement 
the Union, its agents or its bargaining unit members will not 
authorize, instigate, aid or engage in any work stoppage, slow 
down, sickout, refusal to work, picketing or strike against the 
Employer.
B. The Employer agrees that during the life of this 
Agreement, there will be no lockout.
C. Any violation of this Article by the Union or the 
Employer shall not be subject to Article 16, Grievance Procedure, 
and either party may pursue such legal remedies as provided by 
law.
D. Disciplinary action taken against an Employee for 
violation of this Article shall be subject to Article 16, 
Grievance Procedure.
ARTICLE 3 - MAINTENANCE OF RIGHTS AND BENEFITS
Except as modified by the terms of this Agreement, Employees 
shall retain all rights, and benefits provided in the applicable 
statutes, written rules, regulations, and policies of the Board 
of Regents existing at the time of the execution of this 
Agreement, but excluding matters which are not negotiable under 
Chapter 89, HRS.
ARTICLE 4 - PERSONNEL POLICY CHANGES
A. All matters affecting Employee relations, including 
those that are, or may be, the subject of a regulation 
promulgated by the Employer are subject to consultation with the 
Union. The Employer shall consult with the Union prior to 
effecting changes in any major policy affecting Employee 
relations.
B. No changes in wages, hours or other conditions of work 
contained herein may be made except by mutual consent.
ARTICLE 5 - UNION SECURITY
A. The Employer shall maintain a list of Union members in 
this bargaining unit who have payroll assignment forms on file 
with the Employer. This list will be made available to the Union 
by request and contain information listing the names of Union 
members, unit Employees, and total Union deductions made without 
cost to the Union on a form supplied by the Employer.
B. The Employer shall also maintain a list of Employees 
from whom service fees are deducted from wages to defray the cost 
for services rendered by the Union in the negotiation and 
administration of this Agreement; such list will be made 
available to the Union without cost and on a form supplied by the 
Employer.
C. The Employer shall maintain and update the above 
listings and notify the Union of any changes.
D. Union dues, initiation fees, service fees, and other 
Employer authorized deductions shall be collected twice a month 
and transmitted to the Union not later than the 15th day of the 
following month by check drawn to the order of the Union. Upon 
the issue of such check and transmission of same to the Union, 
all responsibility on the part of the Employer shall cease with 
respect to any amount so deducted. The Employer shall not be 
bound in any manner to see to the application of the proceeds of 
any such check, nor to investigate the authority of any 
designated officer of said Union to sign any request, to accept 
any such check, or to collect the same. The Union hereby 
undertakes to indemnify and hold blameless the Employer from any 
claim that may be made upon it for or on account of any such 
deduction from the wages of any Employee.
E. Scattergrams reflecting Employee distribution on the 
salary schedule as of July 15 of each year shall be provided to 
the Union by each jurisdiction.
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ARTICLE 6 - UNION REPRESENTATION RIGHTS
A. The Union may call four (4) meetings per year of all 
Employees in each department during working hours for 
informational and educational purposes, including the 
interpretation, application, and administration of this 
Agreement. The year for this purpose shall begin with the 
effective date of this Agreement. The Employees may be divided 
into groups of convenient size and one (1) meeting held for each 
group so that all Employees will have an opportunity to attend 
each of said four (4) meetings. The meetings shall last no 
longer than two (2) hours. The Union may use the Employer's 
conference rooms and similar building facilities for such 
meetings. The Union will notify the Employer in writing of the 
time and place of the meetings at least ten (10) days before they 
are held, provided, however, that the hours during which the 
meetings are held shall be mutually acceptable. In addition to 
the foregoing meetings, additional meetings may be held by 
agreement of the Employer and the Union.
B. The Union shall be provided adequate space on bulletin 
boards for posting of usual and customary Union notices.
C. Full-time Union representatives shall be permitted to 
visit and confer with Employees at their work sites regarding 
complaints and grievances and to assure that the Agreement is 
being properly administered. The Union representative will 
notify the appropriate supervisor when he arrives at the work 
site. While on the Employer's premises or work site, the 
representative will not interfere with normal operations.
D. The Union shall appoint a sufficient number of unit 
representatives from among the Employees whose function shall be 
to investigate complaints, handle grievances, and assure that the 
Agreement is being properly administered in their work areas, 
during working hours without loss of pay or benefits. The 
Employer assures privacy to the unit representative and the 
Employee while discussing the Employee's grievance.
E. Representatives of the Union shall be permitted to 
attend orientation meetings held by the Employer during working 
hours for new Employees, and shall be allowed up to thirty (30) 
minutes to address the Employees at the conclusion of the 
meeting.
F. The Union shall provide the Employer with a list of duly 
certified officers, representatives, and unit representatives and 
maintain its currency.
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G. Employees may be permitted to use the Employer's 
conference rooms or other similar facilities for meetings during 
non-working hours.
H. The term "unit representatives" as used in this 
Agreement shall refer to Union stewards.
ARTICLE 7 - LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR UNION BUSINESS
A. Any Employee elected or appointed to an office in the 
Union will, if such office requires his full time in the exercise 
and discharge of its duties, be given a leave of absence without 
pay not to exceed one (1) year. Extension may be granted by the 
Employer for a period not to exceed twelve (12) months, for a 
total leave not to exceed two (2) years.
B. Any Employee elected or appointed to attend a Union 
convention or conference may be given a leave of absence without 
pay or vacation leave for the duration of the convention or 
conference including reasonable travel time.
C. Unless otherwise provided by law, no Employee on leave 
of absence without pay shall be entitled to accrue or accumulate 
vacation allowance, sick leave, or other rights and benefits for 
the term of his leave.
ARTICLE 8 - EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
A. All Employees shall serve a probationary period until 
obtaining employment security as indicated below. Employees with 
employment security shall not be suspended, demoted or discharged 
without proper cause provided, however, that the foregoing is not 
intended to interfere with the right of the Employer to relieve 
Employees from duties because of lack of work or other legitimate 
reasons.
B. Employees shall serve a probationary period of three (3) 
years of continuous service. These Employees may be terminated 
without a statement of reasons at any time during the 
probationary period by the Employer upon thirty (30) calendar 
days' notice or by non-renewal of their appointment. Employees 
so terminated have no reemployment rights as defined under 
Article 9, Employment Rights. An Employee who satisfactorily 
completes his probationary period shall be given employment 
security.
C. All Employees who have completed three (3) years of 
continuous creditable service shall have reemployment rights as 
defined under Article 9, Employment Rights.
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D. Creditable service shall not include periods of leave 
without pay. Leaves without pay shall not constitute a break in 
service.
ARTICLE 9 - EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS
A. Employees who have reemployment rights and who are being 
or are relieved or terminated because of lack of work or other 
legitimate reasons may exercise the rights outlined below.
B. Employees who are discharged for proper cause which 
discharge is upheld or not contested or who resign their 
positions shall not be eligible to exercise any employment rights 
outlined in this Article.
C. Employees who have reemployment rights and (1) have an 
appointment with a specified ending date or (2) are notified of 
impending termination shall upon request be provided information 
on vacancies which occur during the 60 day period prior to the 
end of his appointment period. Such Employee must provide the 
University Personnel Office with a current resume. The Personnel 
Office, in consultation with the Employee, will make a 
determination as to the Employee's qualification for preferential 
selection under paragraph E below.
D. Employees relieved or terminated under paragraph A above 
will have priority for reappointment for a period of eighteen 
(18) months upon application for any specific vacancy for which 
they are qualified. If such person declines an offer for 
reemployment in a position for which he applies, he forfeits any 
further reemployment rights.
E. When filling vacancies, the following procedures shall 
apply:
1. Notices for filling of vacancies shall be given to the 
Union and publicized in campus and system-wide news bulletins at 
least fifteen (15) working days prior to the closing date for 
receipt of applications. If the Employer does not give notice to 
the Union or publicize in the bulletins for the specified number 
of days as provided in this Article, the Employee or former 
Employee with reemployment rights shall be entitled to submit 
late applications.
2. The announcements shall contain the following minimum 
information:
a. Class title, description, pay range (starting
salary) and location of the vacancy.
b. Manner of making application.
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c. Closing date and place for applying.
d. Minimum qualifications.
e. Other information deemed necessary or desirable by
the Employer.
3. Preference shall be given to Employees from within the 
bargaining unit who are being relieved or terminated because of 
lack of work or other legitimate reasons and have reemployment 
rights as outlined in Article 8, Employment Security, who meet 
the minimum qualifications of the position, for a vacancy in the 
same or lower pay range as the position from which he is being 
relieved or terminated.
4. If no applicant in the foregoing category (sub-paragraph
3) meets the minimum qualifications of the vacancy, the Employer 
shall then consider Employees from within the bargaining unit, 
who have been relieved or terminated because of lack of work or 
other legitimate reasons and have reemployment rights as outlined 
in Article 8, Employment Security, who meet the minimum 
qualifications as set forth in sub-paragraph 2 above, for a 
vacancy in the same or lower pay range as the position from which 
he was relieved or terminated.
5. If more than one applicant from the foregoing category 
in sub-paragraph 4 above meets the minimum qualifications of the 
vacancy, the applicant judged by the Employer to be most suitable 
for filling the vacancy shall be appointed.
6. If no applicant in the foregoing category (sub-paragraph
4) meets the minimum qualifications of the vacancy, the Employer 
shall then consider other applications from within the bargaining 
unit.
7. If no applicant in the foregoing categories 
(sub-paragraphs 3, 4 and 6) meets the minimum qualifications of 
the vacancy, the Employer may then consider other applications 
from outside the bargaining unit.
8. If no applicant in sub-paragraphs 3, 4, 6 and 7 meets 
the minimum qualifications of the vacancy, the Employer may 
readvertise the vacancy consistent with paragraph E.
F. An Employee who is employed or reemployed in a new 
position, in accordance with this Article, shall be on 
probationary status for six (6) months, which may be extended an 
additional six (6) months by the Employer. A reemployed Employee 
shall not forfeit his original reemployment rights if separated 
during his probationary period, unless dismissed for cause.
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G. The provisions in this Article are not intended to 
contravene or conflict with any provisions in any extramural 
contract or grant, nor is it intended to avoid the provision of 
Section 89-20, Hawaii Revised Statutes.
H. The Employer shall provide the Union after the end of 
each calendar quarter a list of former Employees who were 
terminated and have reemployment rights. The list shall contain 
the name, job classification and date of termination.
ARTICLE 10 - LAYOFFS
A. The term "layoff" as used in this Article shall mean a 
termination due to lack of funds or work, of an Employee whose 
salary is paid from the general revenues of the State of Hawaii 
or from funds deemed by the University to be assured for an 
indefinite period of time. It shall not apply to terminations at 
the end of an appointment period for personnel in temporary 
positions or those in positions paid from extramural funds.
B. Only Employees with employment security shall be 
entitled to the layoff procedure under this Article.
C. When there is an impending layoff, the Employer shall 
consult with the Union on its plans for the layoff and notify the 
affected Employee(s) in writing as soon as possible but not later 
than ninety (90) calendar days before the impending layoff is to 
take place.
D. The following procedures shall be followed to effectuate 
the layoff:
1. In the event an Employee must be laid off, seniority 
points based on months of creditable service in the APT system 
shall be used. One point shall be computed for each month of 
full-time equivalent service.
a. APT service at one-half time or more prior to March 
21, 1973 is creditable.
b. Bargaining unit service subsequent to March 20, 1973 
is creditable.
c. Only that service in a and b above which occurred 
during a period of continuous University service immediately 
prior to the layoff is creditable.
d. Periods of leaves without pay or non-bargaining unit 
service or non-APT service are not creditable.
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2. In determining placement to a vacant position under 
paragraph 4 below, or a position from which Employee is to be 
displaced, under paragraph 6 below, the Employee must meet the 
minimum qualifications of the positions being considered.
3. The Employee must be a member of the bargaining unit.
4. The Employee shall be referred for placement in a vacant 
position on the basis of his designation of the geographic 
location(s) where he is willing to be placed and the minimum pay 
range that he will accept. Such designation shall be binding on 
the Employee. Referrals shall be to positions which are funded 
from the general revenues of the State of Hawaii or from funds 
deemed by the University to be assured for an indefinite period 
of time and full particulars of the position shall be disclosed 
to the Employee. Employees referred to vacant positions under 
this Article shall have priority over the filling of vacancies 
under Article 9, Employment Rights.
5. The Employee shall be entitled to three (3) offers for 
placement in a vacant position which is in accordance with the 
terms as specified in 4 above. If however, he should decline to 
accept the first offer of employment, he shall have no rights 
under paragraph 6 below.
6. In the event there is no vacant position available in 
accordance with paragraph 4 above, an Employee shall have rights 
to positions held by members of the bargaining unit which are 
funded from the general revenues of the State of Hawaii or from 
funds deemed by the University to be assured for an indefinite 
period of time in the following order:
a. To a position in the same or a related class 
occupied by a probationary Employee at the same or lower pay 
range in descending order. If more than one probationary 
Employee at any level is subject to displacement, the one 
with the least seniority points shall be displaced.
b. To a position in the same or a related class 
occupied by an Employee with the least seniority points at 
the same or lower pay range in descending order.
7. When an Employee cannot be placed in another position or 
refuses to accept a position offered under D.5. of this Article 
he will be terminated subject to the conditions of Article 9, 
Employment Rights.
E. Waiver of Displacement Rights. The Employee affected by 
the layoff may waive his bumping rights, in writing, to the 
Employer, thereby limiting his placement to vacant positions.
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F. An Employee who is placed in a position at a lower pay 
range under paragraph D above, shall maintain his existing 
classification and pay range and all rights and benefits which 
would have accrued in the position from which laid off.
ARTICLE 11 - APPOINTIVE POSITION
A. Whenever a former Employee who has "employment security" 
in accordance with Article 8 is terminated from office before the 
end of three (3) years for other than cause, he shall be placed 
into the APT position which he left at a salary equal to that 
which he would have received had he not assumed his appointive 
position, provided, however, that if the position is filled by an 
Employee who has earned employment security, the Employer shall 
place the former Employee in a suitable vacant position at the 
same or lower pay range for which he qualifies at a salary equal 
to that which he would have received had he not assumed the 
appointive position. Upon such return to the APT position he 
shall be reinstated with the rights and benefits contained in 
this Agreement.
B. Within a period of three (3) years, the former Employee 
shall make his intentions known. After the three (3) year 
period, the former Employee forfeits his right to return to his 
APT position.
C. Pending declaration by the Employee within the three (3) 
year period of his intent as to whether or not to remain in the 
appointive position, the vacated APT position as well as any 
other affected APT positions may be filled by an interim 
appointment, the provisions of Article 9, Paragraph E 
notwithstanding.
D. If the employee does not return to the position he left 
within the three (3) year period, all interim appointments may be 
converted to regular appointments by the Employer.
E. The Employer may assign a former Employee, who had 
earned "employment security" and had served more than three (3) 
years in an appointive position to a vacant bargaining unit 
position for which he is qualified that is at the same or lower 
pay range as the bargaining unit position he last held at a 
salary equal to that which he would have received had he not 
assumed his appointive position.
ARTICLE 12 - SAFETY AND HEALTH
A. Safety and Health Requirements. The Employer shall 
conform to and comply with applicable regulations requiring safe, 
healthy, and sanitary working conditions prescribed by the 
Department of Health, Department of Labor, or any other
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governmental body. In addition, the Employer shall ensure 
compliance with the applicable provisions of the Hawaii 
Occupational Safety and Health Law, Act 57, SLH 1972. The 
Employer shall provide, among other things:
1. When feasible in the renovation or construction of
government buildings, the Employer shall endeavor to include in 
his specifications, provisions to provide, but not limited to the 
following: air conditioning; cold water fountains; restrooms for
Employees separate from public restrooms; areas for meals.
2. When adequate lighting is essential to the performance 
of a specific function, the Employer shall provide necessary 
lighting equipment.
B. Protective Clothing and Safety Equipment and Tools.
1. Whenever the Employer requires that Employees wear 
protective clothing or use safety equipment and tools, the 
Employer shall provide and replace such items.
2. When an Employee performs work requiring the use of 
protective clothing and the Employee's garment is damaged because 
the protective clothing is inadequate, the Employer shall be 
responsible for reimbursing the reasonable value of the garment. 
The reasonable value shall be mutually agreed upon by the 
department head or his designee and the affected Employee. 
Whenever such damage occurs, it shall be reported immediately to 
his supervisor.
C. Working Conditions.
1. Toilet facilities will be provided.
2. Clean, cool, potable drinking water shall be made 
accessible.
3. All office and work areas shall be provided with natural 
or mechanical systems of ventilation.
D. The Employer shall endeavor to provide security and 
protection for public Employees in offices where there have been 
experiences of frequent threats or violence.
ARTICLE 13 - PERSONAL RIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION
A. Upon the request of the Union, existing dress and 
personal appearance codes shall be reviewed by the Employer or 
his designee and Union. The Employer or his designee shall 
consult with the Union before establishing new dress and personal 
appearance codes.
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B. Both parties agree that Employees shall not use their 
business addresses (place of employment) to receive personal 
mail; provided, however, if personal mail is sent to Employees' 
business addresses without their knowledge or consent, the 
Employer shall endeavor to forward such personal mail unopened.
C. The Employer shall provide Employees with supplies and 
equipment which are required in the performance of the Employee's 
official duties. Except in the case of negligence on the part of 
the Employee, when such equipment is stolen, lost, damaged and/or 
worn out it shall be repaired or replaced by the Employer.
D. The Employer shall provide legal counsel for an Employee 
upon request when:
1. The Employee is sued for actions taken by him in the 
course of his employment and within the scope of his duties and 
responsibilities.
2. The Employee must appear as a defendant or is subpoenaed 
to appear in court when sued for actions taken in the course of 
employment and within the scope of his duties and 
responsibilities.
3. The Employee must appear as a witness or is subpoenaed 
to appear in court on a matter arising in the course of 
employment and within the scope of his duties and 
responsibilities.
4. The Employee is required to give deposition or answer 
interrogatories on a matter arising in the course of employment 
and within the scope of his duties and responsibilities.
In addition, the Employee's required presence in any of the 
foregoing situations shall be considered work time.
E. When grievances are filed against Employees of this unit 
for actions taken by them in the course of their employment and 
within the scope of their supervisory and/or managerial duties 
and responsibilities, the Employer shall provide them with 
necessary staff support and representation. When such assistance 
is requested by the Employee and the Employer fails to furnish 
such assistance, the Employee will not be penalized for any 
improper action taken.
F. The Employer shall provide Employees with advice and 
assistance in the interpretation and administration of collective 
bargaining contracts or agreements covering their subordinates. 
Whenever Employees perform or carry out their assigned 
supervisory and/or managerial duties and responsibilities, based 
on such advice and assistance, the Employer agrees to provide 
full support to the Employees should conflict or grievances 
arise.
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G. The Employee shall have the right to refuse for good 
cause to work overtime, to accept a temporary assignment, and to 
perform any work not representative of his class.
H. If a judgment or court approved settlement is made 
against an Employee in a civil suit for actions taken by him in 
the course of his employment and within the scope of his duties 
and responsibilities, the Employer agrees to do no more than 
submit to the Legislature or the County Council any judgment (or 
court approved settlement) against the Employee, with the 
Employer retaining the discretion of recommending or not 
recommending legislative approval.
I. The Employer shall not change the fund source nor reduce 
the FTE of a filled position funded from the general revenues of 
the State of Hawaii or from funds deemed by the University to be 
assured for an indefinite period of time without prior 
consultation with the Union. The Employee shall retain return 
rights back to the original fund source and FTE should such 
change be made.
ARTICLE 14 - PERSONNEL FILE
A. An Employee shall, upon request and by appointment, be 
permitted to examine his personnel files. He shall be given a 
copy of any material if it is to be used in connection with a 
grievance or personnel hearing.
B. No derogatory material shall be placed in the Employee's 
personnel file unless he has had an opportunity to read the 
material and an opportunity to sign it indicating he had read the 
material. The Employee shall also be given an opportunity to 
attach explanatory remarks.
C. All derogatory material in an Employee's file shall be 
destroyed after two (2) years, unless the Employer makes a 
determination of the current relevancy of such material. If the 
Employee or the Union, upon consent of the Employee, disputes the 
relevancy of such material, the Employer shall attach his reasons 
for relevancy to such material in writing.
If the Employer determines that the material is relevant 
currently, it may remain in the file for another year and again 
reviewed in the same manner.
D. All derogatory material shall be destroyed after five 
(5) years.
E. The employment history record shall not be destroyed.
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F. The Employer may maintain more than one personnel file; 
however, one of these files shall include, but not be limited to, 
an Employee's personnel transaction records, derogatory 
materials, commendatory materials and performance evaluations.
The Employer shall designate and inform the Union of the location 
of the file.
ARTICLE 15 - DISCIPLINE
A. Employees shall not be suspended, demoted or discharged 
during the terms of their appointments without proper cause. 
Notice of disciplinary action taken against any Employee shall be 
in writing and confidential. Grievances concerning disciplinary 
action shall be handled in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 16, Grievance Procedure.
B. When an Employee is orally reprimanded it shall be done 
privately.
ARTICLE 16 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Any complaint by an Employee or the Union concerning the 
application and interpretation of this Agreement shall be subject 
to the grievance procedure. Any relevant information 
specifically identified by the grievant or the Union in the 
possession of the Employer needed by the grievant or the Union to 
investigate and process a grievance, shall be provided to them 
upon request within seven (7) working days. The grievance shall 
be presented to the appropriate supervisor within twenty (20) 
working days after the occurrence of the alleged violation, or if 
it concerns an alleged continuing violation, then it must be 
filed within twenty (20) working days after the alleged violation 
first became known or should have become known to the Employee 
involved, except that in the case of an alleged payroll 
computational error, such allegation shall be presented to the 
President or his designee in writing within twenty (20) working 
days after the alleged error is discovered by the Employee, or 
the grievance may not be considered.
B. An individual Employee may present a grievance to his 
immediate supervisor and have his grievance heard without 
intervention of the Union, provided the Union has been afforded 
an opportunity to be present at the conference(s) on the 
grievance. Any adjustment made shall not be inconsistent with 
the terms of this Agreement. By mutual consent of the Union and 
the Employer, any time limits within each step may be extended.
C. Informal Step. A grievance shall, whenever possible, be 
discussed informally between the Employee and his immediate 
supervisor within the twenty (20) working day limitation provided 
for in paragraph "A" above. The grievant may be assisted by his
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Union representative. If the immediate supervisor does not reply 
by seven (7) working days, the Employee or the Union may pursue 
the grievance to the next step.
D. Step 1. If the grievant is not satisfied with the 
result of the informal conference, he or the Union may submit a 
written statement of the grievance within seven (7) working days 
after receiving the answers to the informal complaint to (a) the 
Dean in the case of the University of Hawaii at Manoa (UHM) and 
Hilo College; (b) Provost in the case of the Community Colleges; 
or (c) such directors as may be designated by the Chancellors 
with respect to other administrative or program units 
(hereinafter "division head"); or if the immediate supervisor 
does not reply to the informal complaint within seven (7) working 
days, the Employee or the Union may submit a written statement of 
the grievance to the division head or his designee within 
fourteen (14) working days from the initial submission of the 
informal complaint; or if the grievance was not discussed 
informally between the Employee and his immediate supervisor, the 
Employee or the Union may submit a written statement of the 
grievance to the division head or his designee within the twenty 
(20) working day limitation provided for in paragraph "A" above.
A meeting shall be held between the grievant and a Union 
representative with the division head or his designee within 
seven (7) working days after the written grievance is received. 
Either side may present witnesses. The division head or his 
designee shall submit a written answer to the grievant or the 
Union within seven (7) working days after the meeting.
E. Step 2. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved 
at Step 1, the grievant or the Union may appeal the grievance in 
writing to the Chancellor, his successor in office or his 
designee (hereinafter "department head") within seven (7) working 
days after receiving the written answer. The department head or 
his designee need not consider any grievance in Step 2 which 
encompasses different alleged violations or charges than those 
presented in Step 1. A meeting to discuss the grievance shall be 
held within seven (7) working days after receipt of the appeal. 
The department head or his designee shall reply in writing to the 
grievant or the Union within seven (7) working days after the 
meeting.
F. If the Union has a class grievance involving Employees 
within a college, administrative or program unit, it may submit 
the grievance in writing to* the division head or his designee. 
Time limits shall be the same as in individual grievances and the 
procedures for appeal from unsatisfactory answers shall be the 
same as in Step 1.
If the Union has a class grievance involving Employees from 
more than one college, administrative or program unit, it may 
submit the grievance in writing to the department head. Time
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limits shall be the same as in individual grievances and the 
procedures for appeal from unsatisfactory answers shall be the 
same as in Step 2.
G. Step 3. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved 
at Step 2, the grievant or the Union may appeal the grievance in 
writing to the President or his designee (hereinafter "Employer") 
within seven (7) working days after receipt of the answer at Step
2. Within seven (7) working days after the receipt of the 
appeal, the Employer and the Union shall meet in an attempt to 
resolve the grievance. The Employer or his designee need not 
consider any grievance in Step 3 which encompasses a different 
alleged violation or charge than those presented in Step 2. The 
Employer or his designee shall reply in writing to the Union 
within seven (7) working days after the meeting.
H. Step 4. Arbitration. If the grievance is not resolved 
at Step 3 and the Union desires to proceed with arbitration, it 
shall serve written notice on the Employer or his representative 
of its desire to arbitrate within ten (10) working days after 
receipt of the Employer's decision at Step 3. Representatives of 
the parties shall attempt to select an Arbitrator immediately 
thereafter. If agreement on an Arbitrator is not reached within 
ten (10) working days after the notice for arbitration is 
submitted, either party may request the Hawaii Labor Relations 
Board to submit a list of five (5) Arbitrators. Selection of an 
Arbitrator shall be made by each party alternately deleting one 
(1) name at a time from the list. The first party to delete a 
name shall be determined by lot. The person whose name remains 
on the list shall be designated the Arbitrator. No grievance may 
be arbitrated unless it involves an alleged violation of a 
specific term or provisions of the Agreement.
If the Employer disputes the arbitrability of any grievance, 
the Arbitrator shall first determine whether he has jurisdiction 
to act; and if he finds that he has no such power, the grievance 
shall be referred back to the parties without decision or 
recommendation on its merits.
The Arbitrator shall render his award in writing, no later 
than thirty (30) calendar days after the conclusion of the 
hearings or if oral hearings are waived then thirty (30) calendar 
days from the date statements and proofs were submitted to the 
Arbitrator. The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and 
binding upon the Union, its members, the Employees involved in 
the grievance, and the Employer. There shall be no appeal from 
the Arbitrator's decision by either party, if such decision is 
within the scope of the Arbitrator's authority as described 
below;
1. The Arbitrator shall not have the power to add to, 
subtract from, disregard, alter, or modify any of the terms of 
this Agreement.
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2. His power shall be limited to deciding whether the 
Employer has violated any of the terms of this Agreement.
3. The Arbitrator shall not consider any alleged violations 
or charges other than those presented at Step 3.
4. In any case of suspension or discharge where the 
Arbitrator finds such suspension or discharge was improper, the 
Arbitrator may set aside, reduce or modify the action taken by 
the Employer. If the penalty is set aside, reduced or otherwise 
changed, the Arbitrator may award back pay to compensate the 
Employee, wholly or partially, for any wages lost because of the 
penalty.
5. The fees of the Arbitrator, the cost of transcription, 
and other necessary general costs, shall be shared equally by the 
Employer and the Union. Each party will pay the cost of 
presenting its own case and the cost of any transcript that it 
requests.
ARTICLE 17 - TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT
A. Employees may be assigned to fill a position at a higher 
pay range than their own on an "acting basis."
B. When it is expedient to assign an individual to fill a 
higher pay range position than his own on a "acting" basis, e.g., 
an Administrative Officer III temporarily detailed to assume the 
duties of a vacant Administrative Officer IV position, a 
temporary salary adjustment in the form of a stipend will be 
awarded subject to the following conditions:
1. The duration of the assignment to a higher pay range 
position will exceed 3d days and the individual is not filling a 
"deputy" or "assistant" position before such assignment which 
inherently requires the assumption of the higher level position 
during the absence of the incumbent. The stipend will be 
effective the first day of such assignment.
2. The duration of the assignment is for an identifiable 
period. Upon completion of the temporary assignment, the stipend 
will be terminated.
3. In no case will the amount of the stipend be less than 
$125 per month nor exceed the amounts indicated below.
The monthly stipend amount shall not exceed the following:
for Employees in pay ranges 1 to 5
for Employees in pay ranges 6 to 10
for Employees in pay ranges above 10
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$150 
$17 5 
$200
providing that the above amounts may be increased if the 
individual is detailed to a higher pay range position that is 
more than three (3) pay ranges or the equivalent of three (3) pay 
ranges higher than his/her own, up to $25 a month for each pay 
range or its equivalent in excess of three (3) pay ranges or 
their equivalent.
4. The stipend must be approved in advance by the President 
or his designee.
ARTICLE 18 - OVERTIME
A. This Article does not apply to nine (9) month personnel.
B. Whenever an Employee in pay ranges one (1) through ten 
(10) works upon proper written authority in excess of forty (40) 
straight time hours per work week, he shall have the option of 
cash payment or compensatory time off at the rate of one and 
one-half (1 1/2) hours for each such excess hour worked. If he 
elects in writing to take compensatory time off in lieu of cash 
payment, it shall be taken at a time mutually agreed upon. 
Overtime shall not be allowed for an Employee working on an 
overload basis. Any official leave with pay or compensatory time 
which has been actually taken by an Employee shall be included in 
computing whether an Employee has worked in excess of forty (40) 
hours in a week.
C. Employees above pay range ten (10) and below pay range 
sixteen (16) may be compensated in the form of (a) a stipend or 
(b) be given compensatory time off at the one and one-half (1 
1/2) time rate for overtime work as defined in B above. The 
alternative (a) or (b) selected will be by mutual understanding 
between the unit head and the Employee at the time the overtime 
work is authorized and directed. When the stipend alternative is 
authorized it will be not less than at a rate of $150 nor more 
than the amounts per month as indicated below:
The monthly stipend amount shall not exceed the following:
for Employees in pay ranges 11 and 12 $175
for Employees in pay ranges 13 and 14 $200
for Employees in pay ranges 15 and 16 $225
In addition, the following conditions shall apply to the award of 
stipends:
1. The Employee is required to work extra hours due to 
circumstances beyond the control of the Employer, and,
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2. The conditions are expected to last at least thirty (30) 
days, and,
3. A request from the program head in advance for the award 
of the stipend must be in writing specifying the reasons for the 
stipend, the period to be covered and the recommended amount.
4. The University President or his designee has authority 
to approve stipends under this Article.
ARTICLE 19 - NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL
A. Whenever an Employee's scheduled straight-time hours, 
including holiday work, fall between the hours of six (6:00) p.m. 
and six (6:00) a.m., he shall be paid, in addition to his basic 
compensation, the amount of thirty cents ($.30) per hour for each 
hour of actual work performed during such six (6:00) p.m. to six 
(6:00) a.m. hours; provided, however, if one-half (1/2) or more 
of the Employee's scheduled straight-time hours fall between six 
(6:00) p.m. and six (6:00) a.m., he shall be paid, in addition to 
his basic compensation, the amount of thirty cents ($.30) per 
hour for each straight-time hour actually worked. Effective July 
1, 1986, the amount of differential shall be thirty-five cents 
($.35) per hour for each straight-time hour actually worked.
B. Whenever an Employee's overtime hours fall between the 
hours of six (6:00) p.m. and six (6:00) a.m., he shall be paid 
the night differential for each hour of actual overtime work 
performed during such six (6:00) p.m. to six (6:00) a.m. hours.
C. The differential plus the basic compensation shall be 
used in determining the cash payment for overtime work performed 
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph A or B above.
D. For the purpose of granting differential for work 
performed for a portion of an hour, the differential shall be 
fifteen cents ($.15) for work of one-half (1/2) hour or less, and 
thirty cents ($.30) for work of more than one-half (1/2) hour. 
Effective July 1, 1986, for the purpose of granting differential 
for work performed for a portion of an hour, the differential 
shall be eighteen cents ($.18) for work of one-half (1/2) hour or 
less, and thirty-five cents ($.35) for work of more than one-half 
(1/2) hour.
ARTICLE 20 - MEALS
A. When Employees covered by paragraph B of Article 18 - 
Overtime, are required to work outside of their normal work day, 
the Employer shall either furnish them with meals or compensate 
them for meals at the rate of three dollars and fifty cents
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($3.50) for breakfast, three dollars and seventy-five cents 
($3.75) for lunch and six dollars ($6.00) for dinner under the 
following situations:
1. Post-Shift Work
Employees who perform work after their normal workday, shall 
be furnished or compensated for a meal after the first two (2) 
hours of actual work performed and after intervals of five (5) 
hours following the first meal.
2. Two or More Hours of Pre-Shift Work
When Employees are called to perform two (2) or more hours 
of pre-shift work and are required to work continuously into 
their normal workday, they shall be entitled to meals for the 
period of the pre-shift work as v/ell as their normal workday. 
Employees shall be furnished or compensated for a meal upon 
completion of two (2) hours of work and at intervals of five (5) 
hours of continuous work performed following the first meal.
3. Less than Two Hours of Pre-Shift Work
When Employees are required to work less than two (2) hours 
of pre-shift with less than twenty-four (24) hours prior notice 
and work continuously into his normal workday, they shall be 
furnished or compensated for a meal at the start of their normal 
workday and at their normal meal period during the workday.
4. Work During Off-Duty Hours, Scheduled Day Off or Holiday
a. Less than 24 Hours Prior Notice
When Employees are required to work during their 
off-duty hours (not post-shift or pre-shift), on a scheduled 
day off or a holiday with less than twenty-four (24) hours 
prior notice, they shall be furnished or compensated for a 
meal upon completion of two (2) hours of work and at 
intervals of five (5) hours of continuous work performed 
following the first meal.
b. 24 Hours or More Prior Notice
When Employees are required to work during their 
off-duty hours (not post-shift or pre-shift), on a scheduled 
day off or a holiday with at least twenty-four (24) hours 
prior notice, they shall be furnished or compensated for a 
meal upon completion of ten (10) hours of such work and at 
intervals of five (5) hours of work performed following the 
first meal.
5. Work While on Standby
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When Employees render service in response to a call to work 
standby they shall be furnished or compensated for a meal upon 
completion of two (2) hours of work at intervals of five (5) 
hours of continuous work performed following the first meal.
B. For purposes of meal compensation, the following shall 
apply:
1. Breakfast shall mean any meal allowed an Employee from 
3:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
2. Lunch shall mean any meal allowed an Employee from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
3. Dinner shall mean any meal allowed an Employee from 3:00 
p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
C. The Employer shall compensate Employees for meals within 
thirty (30) days (approximately two pay periods) from the date on 
which the claim for compensation is filed with the respective 
disbursing officer.
D. The term "post-shift" is defined as that period of time 
immediately following a workday.
The term "pre-shift" is defined as that period of time 
immediately preceding a workday.
ARTICLE 21 - OVERLOAD
Employees shall be allowed to teach night classes, conduct 
special studies, and other tasks not related to their normal 
duties on an overload basis outside of their normal working 
hours. Overload activities for Employees in the Administrative, 
Professional, and Technical Classification shall be governed by 
the appropriate guidelines including the following:
1. Overload payment is authorized for teaching in night 
classes or summer session classes.
2. Overload is authorized for research paid from grants, 
contracts or University-sponsored research during the summer 
months (for personnel on the nine-month salary schedule) or 
during authorized annual leave periods (for personnel on 
eleven-month salary schedule). However, one may not 
simultaneously teach summer session and work full-time on a grant 
or contract.
3. Overload normally is not authorized for extra work in 
the position to which an individual is appointed.
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4. The maximum allowable overload for teaching shall be on 
a credit-hour basis at the same rate established for equivalent 
faculty ranks or at the established hourly rate for non-credit 
courses. Overload teaching may not be for courses construed as 
part of one's regularly assigned duties, and it must be approved 
by the appropriate chancellor.
a. Full-time appointees on the eleven-month 
accumulative leave scale may teach a maximum of six (6) 
credit hours per year in evening courses, not to exceed one 
(1) course at any one time.
b. Full-time appointees on the nine-month scale, who do 
not accumulate vacation, may teach a maximum of nine (9) 
credit hours per year in evening or summer session courses 
not to exceed one (1) course at any one time for evening 
courses during the academic year.
5. The maximum allowable annual overload for research or 
other non-teaching services for the two (2) categories of 
appointees noted in paragraph 4 are:
a. Eleven-month appointees may use their earned 
vacation to work in another capacity for the University.
The maximum monthly overload compensation rate for these 
individuals shall be computed on the basis of one-twelfth 
(1/12) of their current annual salary.
b. Nine-month appointees may earn up to 2.5/9 of their 
current annual salary for doing research or contract work 
during summer months.
ARTICLE 22 - TEMPORARY HAZARD PAY
A. Award and Approval. Upon recommendation of the 
appropriate administrator or upon request by the Union, the 
President or his designee, in consultation with Union, shall 
grant hazard pay to Employees who are temporarily exposed to 
unusually hazardous working conditions and where the following 
conditions are met:
1. The exposure to unusually hazardous working conditions 
is temporary;
2. The degree of hazard is "Most Severe" or "Severe"; and
3. The unusually hazardous working conditions have not been 
considered in the assignment of the class to a pay range.
B. Hazard Pay Differentials. Hazard pay differentials 
shall be based on the minimum step of the Employee's salary range 
and shall be prorated as follows:
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1. Most Severe— twenty-five percent (25%)
a. Exposure likely to result in serious incapacitation, 
long period of time lost, or possible loss of life.
b. Accidents occur frequently in spite of reasonable 
safety precautions.
c. Frequent exposure to hazard where failure to 
exercise extreme care and judgment might cause an accident 
which would result in total disability or fatality.
2. Severe— fifteen percent (15%)
a. Frequent injuries likely but serious accidents rare.
b. Exposure leads to possible eye injuries, loss of 
fingers, or serious burns.
c. Might cause incapacitation.
d. Moderate periods of compensable lost time result.
3. Any disagreement on the granting of Temporary Hazard Pay 
or the differential granted shall be subject to the grievance 
procedure and in accordance with Step 3 of Article 16, Grievance 
Procedure.
C. Computing Hazard Pay. The basic unit for computing such 
payments shall be the hour provided that:
1. A fraction of an hour shall be considered an hour;
2. A half day's pay at hazard rates shall be allowed for 
one (1) or more but less than four (4) hours of hazard work per 
day;
3. A full day's pay at hazard rates shall be allowed four 
(4) or more hours of hazard work per day; and
4. This pay is in addition to any other rate that may apply 
to the job.
D. Duration of Hazard Pay Award. Such hazard pay award 
shall remain in effect for a period not to exceed six (6) months 
but may be renewed by the President or his designee upon showing 
by the supervisor that the working conditions and duties remain 
the same.
E. Forms, and Other Requirements. Recommendations for 
hazard pay differentials shall be submitted on such forms and 
such manner as the Employer may require.
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ARTICLE 23 PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS
An Employee may be entitled to royalties from patents and 
copyrights in accordance with.the University of Hawaii Patent and 
Copyright Policy, adopted by the Board of Regents on August 14, 
1968, and approved by the Governor of the State of Hawaii on 
November 12, 1968.
ARTICLE 24 - DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
A. Employees who register for credit course are exempted 
from the payment of tuition subject to the following provisions:
1. The Employee must be employed on a half-time basis or
more,
2. Each academic semester not more than six (6) credits may 
be carried exempt from tuition,
3. The Employee's normal University duties shall be carried 
out as usual,
4. She/he may enroll only after the regular students have 
had an opportunity to register, and
5. Her/his enrollment shall place no undue or unusual 
burden on the instructor in the course.
B. These provisions for tuition and fee exemption do not 
apply to individual instruction in such fields as music nor to 
Summer Session or College of Continuing Education credits or 
non-credit courses, except with special permission of the 
appropriate Dean.
ARTICLE 25 - PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT LEAVE
A. For the purpose of improving professional services, the 
Employer shall encourage Employees to apply for and may grant 
professional improvement leaves of absence under conditions set 
forth in this Article.
B. An Employee who has served six (6) continuous years with 
the University shall qualify for such leave of absence. Such 
leave shall be for a period not to exceed one (1) year and should 
not be granted again to the same Employee until the Employee has 
served an additional period of six (6) continuous years with the 
University.
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C. The Employer shall consider at least the following 
matters in reviewing a request for such leave:
1. The purpose of the leave is mutually beneficial to the 
Employee and the Employer;
2. The nature, length, and pertinency of professional 
educational course work, research, or other professional activity 
which the Employee plans to undertake during such leave are 
consistent with the needs of the University;
3. The Employee's absence will not adversely affect the 
operations of the unit and the University; and
4. The Employee's work performance record and seniority 
(continuous length of service with the University).
D. In the event a request for such leave is denied, the 
Employee may request and he and the Union shall be provided the 
reasons for the denial in writing from the Employer.
E. An Employee on professional improvement leave shall be 
paid while on such leave as follows:
1. If the leave is for a period not more than six (6) 
months, the Employee shall be paid his full pay.
2. If the leave is for a period of one (1) year, the
Employee shall be paid one-half (1/2) of his full pay.
3. If the leave is for a period of more than six (6) months
but less than a year, the Employee shall be paid one-half year's
pay prorated over the period of the leave.
4. The pay of the Employee on professional improvement 
leave shall include any negotiated pay increase.
F. An Employee granted such leave may engage in other 
employment provided the primary purpose for which the leave was 
granted is met.
G. Before being granted such leave, an Employee shall enter 
into a contract with the Employer which shall provide for the 
following:
1. The Employee shall agree to return to work upon 
termination of such leave or any other leave which may be granted 
by the Employer immediately following such leave. If the 
Employee fails to report for work upon termination of such leave 
and/or any other leave granted under this Agreement, he shall be 
considered to have resigned and shall refund all monies received 
while on such leave.
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2. However, the above paragraph G.l. shall be considered to 
have been waived should an Employee die or retires due to 
accident or illness. The above agreement to return to work shall 
be held in abeyance should an Employee meet with an accident or 
illness which causes him to be unable to perform his duties at 
work for an extended period of time, until such time as he is 
able to perform his duties at work.
3. Upon return from such leave and/or any other leave 
granted under this Agreement, the Employee shall agree to work 
for a period of two (2) continuous years. If the Employee fails 
to complete the first year he shall refund all monies received 
from the Employer while on such leave. If the Employee fails to 
complete the second year, all monies received from the Employer 
while on such leave shall be prorated over the two (2) year 
return period and the Employee shall refund such prorated monies 
for those months not served. The Employer and the Union, by 
mutual agreement, may waive or shorten the return period.
4. The Employee shall be guaranteed a return to his or an 
equivalent position at the expiration of such leave and/or any 
other leave granted under this Agreement. Upon the Employee's 
return, he shall receive the salary at the same pay range and 
step that he had at the time of taking the leave including any 
negotiated pay increase.
H. The Employee shall not accrue any vacation or sick leave 
credits during the period of such leave.
I. Any other provisions mutually agreed to by the Employer, 
the Employee, and the Union to be included in the contract.
ARTICLE 26 - HOLIDAYS
A. Legal holidays shall be as provided under Section 8-1, 
HRS, as amended. Such holidays are:
New Year's Day 
Presidents' Day 
Kuhio Day 
Good Friday 
Memorial Day 
Kamehameha Day 
Independence Day 
Admission Day 
Labor Day 
Discoverer's Day 
Veterans' Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day
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All election days, except primary and special election days, 
in the county wherein the election is held;
Any day designated by proclamation by the President of the 
United States or by the Governor as a holiday.
B. Observance of Holidays
1. Employees whose workdays fall on Monday Through Friday 
during the work week in which a holiday occurs shall observe such 
holiday as provided below:
Day Holiday Falls Day Holiday Observed
Saturday
Sunday
Workday
Friday preceding holiday 
Monday following holiday 
Workday
2. Employees whose workdays fall on other than Monday 
through Friday during the work week in which a holiday occurs 
shall observe such holiday as provided below:
Day Holiday Falls Day Holiday Observed
Day Off First workday after the day off
Workday Workday
ARTICLE 27 - FUNERAL LEAVE
A. Employees covered by this Agreement shall be allowed 
three (3) working days as funeral leave with pay which shall not 
be deducted from any other leave to which the Employee may be 
entitled. Funeral leave shall be granted on such days as 
designated by the Employee provided they fall within a reasonable 
period of time after a death in the immediate family.
B. For the purpose of this Article immediate family is
defined as: parents, brothers, sisters, spouses, children,
parents-in-law, grandparents, grandchildren, or any individual 
who has become a member of an immediate family through the 
Hawaiian "Hanai" custom. Provided, however, an individual 
affected by the "Hanai" relationship shall be entitled to utilize 
funeral leave only for those members of his immediate family 
resulting from the "Hanai" relationship.
C. If the death or funeral occurs outside the State of 
Hawaii, the Employee shall be granted, upon request, a reasonable 
number of additional days of accumulated vacation leave or leave 
without pay for travel to attend the funeral, or to make 
necessary arrangements for a funeral in the State of Hawaii.
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A. An Employee covered by the terms of this Agreement, if 
summoned to serve as a witness or juror in any judicial 
proceedings except those which- may involve or arise out of the 
Employee's outside employment or his personal business or private 
affairs shall, if he serves, be entitled to leave of absence with 
pay.
ARTICLE 28 - LEAVE FOR JURY OR WITNESS DUTY
B. An Employee who serves as a witness or as a juror, and 
who receives a fee or mileage allowance shall not suffer the loss 
of such monies or have it offset against his salary account.
C. An Employee called to serve as a witness in a case which 
may involve or arise out of his outside employment or personal 
business or private affairs shall not be entitled to leave of 
absence with pay as provided in paragraph (A) above, provided 
that he shall be entitled to use his annual vacation leave or 
elect to take leave without pay.
ARTICLE 29 - VACATION LEAVE
A. Earning of Vacation Leave
1. Calendar year Employees are eligible to earn vacation 
leave at the rate of one and three-quarters (1 3/4) working days 
for each month of service.
"Calendar year Employees" are the eleven-month personnel, 
who have a twelve-month professional obligation less the month of 
vacation allowance.
"Academic year Employees" are the nine-month personnel.
2. If such Employees render less than a month of service, 
their vacation allowance for such month shall be computed as 
follows:
Actual Days of Service
For 1 to 3
For 4 to 6
For 7 to 9
For 10 to 12
For 13 to 15
For 16 to 18
For 19 or more
Working Days of Leave 
0
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/4 
1 1/2 
1 3/4
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3. Individuals who are employed on a temporary, contractual 
or substitute basis while on vacation from another position in 
the State government or any political subdivision of the State 
shall not earn vacation allowance for such employment.
4. Vacation allowance shall accrue to an Employee while he 
is on leave with pay unless specifically prohibited by this 
Agreement.
5. No vacation allowance shall accrue:
a. During the period of any vacation leave or sick 
leave granted when the employment terminates or is to 
terminate at the end of such leave.
b. During the period the Employee is on leave without 
pay, except for the period he is on leave for disability and 
is being paid Workers' Compensation therefore.
c. During any period of valid suspension which is 
sustained in the event an appeal is made by the Employee.
d. During any period of unauthorized leave.
e. During any period the Employee is on educational 
leave (including, to the extent the term may be applicable, 
professional development or improvement leave).
B. Accumulation or Carry Over of Vacation Leave
1. An Employee may accumulate up to twenty-one (21) days of 
vacation leave per calendar year until he accumulates his first 
forty-two (42) days. Subsequently an Employee may accumulate not 
more than fifteen (15) days of vacation leave per calendar year, 
even if his total accumulated days fall below forty-two (42) 
days. However, vacation leave in excess of fifteen (15) days per 
year may be accumulated for good cause when a request for such 
accumulation is approved by the Employer provided such request 
shall be accompanied by a stipulation that the Employee shall 
take such excess vacation days at a specified time. If the 
Employee fails to take this vacation at the time stipulated, he 
shall forfeit the excess accumulation of vacation leave unless 
for good reason an extension of time is granted by the Employer.
2. Vacation leave shall be administered on a calendar year 
basis and recorded at the end of each calendar year.
3. Any Employee who is entitled to an annual vacation may 
accumulate for the succeeding year or years such unused portion 
of his vacation allowance as is permitted above, provided that 
the total accumulation shall not exceed ninety (90) working days 
at the end of the calendar year. If any recorded accumulation of 
vacation allowance at the end of any calendar year shall exceed
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ninety (90) working days, the Employee shall automatically 
forfeit the unused vacation allowance which is in excess of the 
allowable ninety (90) working days.
4. Nothing in this Article contained shall be construed to 
prohibit the taking or to require the forfeiture, of any vacation 
which is validly granted and the taking of which is commenced on 
or before the last working day of any calendar year, 
notwithstanding that the recording of the current accrued 
vacation allowance for such year on the last day thereof might 
result in an accumulation of more than ninety (90) working days 
including the working days of the vacation so granted and then 
being taken, but the period of such vacation shall be regarded 
for all purposes as if the same had been entirely taken on or 
before the last day of such calendar, year.
5. Nothing in this Article contained shall be construed to 
prohibit the lawful payment of pay in lieu of vacation.
C. Taking Vacation Leave Granted
1. When a vacation is requested on a form prescribed by the 
Employer, it shall be granted and taken at such time or times as 
the Employer may designate; provided, that it shall be as close 
to the requested period as conditions in the unit will permit, 
and so as to prevent any forfeiture of vacation allowance.
2. When a vacation is granted, it may include, in 
accordance with law and at the request of the Employee, all 
vacation allowance accrued up to the end of his last full month 
of service immediately preceding the commencement of the 
vacation.
3. No vacation leave of less than one (1) hour may be 
granted. However, payment in lieu of vacation is legally 
permissible, or when the Employee's service will not continue at 
the expiration of the vacation, such payment may include a 
prorated amount for any fraction of a working day of vacation 
allowance to which the Employee is entitled.
4. Whenever an Employee's vacation leave which has been 
approved on the appropriate leave application form is rescinded, 
non-refundable travel and lodging expenses incurred by the 
Employee shall be reimbursed by the Employer.
D. Vacation Charged Only for Working Days. Employees on 
vacation shall have charged against their vacation allowance only 
scheduled working days which occur during the period of the 
Employees' vacations.
E. Priority of Scheduling Vacation Leave. Priority in 
scheduling annual leave shall be given to Employees on the basis 
of length of service within the unit.
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F. Emergency Advanced Vacation. Emergency advanced 
vacation shall be granted to an Employee who has exhausted all 
earned vacation and for a reason which he establishes to the 
satisfaction of the Employer. An Employee shall immediately 
communicate with the Employer and request such advance vacation 
and if the same is granted, it shall be considered as taken with 
the express understanding that if such leave is not later earned 
during the term of employment, the unearned portion of the 
vacation pay so advanced will be repaid, on demand of the 
Employer, by the Employee or his executors and administrators out 
of his estate, if he is deceased, or deductions may be made for 
such unearned portion from any salary due the Employee, or from 
any monies in the annuity savings fund of the Employees' 
Retirement System of the Employer to the credit of the Employee.
G. Effect of Transfer to Position in Which Vacation 
Allowance Is Not Earnable. When an Employee is transferred from 
or otherwise relinquishes one position in which vacation 
allowance may be earned, and accepts employment in another 
position in the service of the Employer in which vacation 
allowance may not be earned, he may be deemed, for purposes of 
receiving pay in lieu of vacation, to have terminated his 
services. But in the event that he is not eligible under the 
circumstances to receive pay in lieu of vacation, the acceptance 
of such new employment shall not of itself have the effect of 
forfeiting any vacation allowance to which he is then entitled. 
Pay for lapsed vacation in excess of the maximum allowed may be 
granted only as permitted by law.
H. Pay for Vacation Allowance Upon Termination
I. Whenever a termination of services takes place, the 
Employee is to be paid, in accordance with law, for his vacation 
allowance either in a lump sum or in the normal manner except as 
provided in subsection 2.
2. When payment in a lump sum is made, the sum payable for 
vacation allowance shall be equal to the amount of compensation 
to which the Employee would be entitled or which he would be 
allowed during the vacation period if he were permitted to take 
his vacation in the normal manner. It is provided that whenever 
an Employee is discharged for cause, the lump sum vacation 
allowance payable shall be computed on the basis of his 
accumulated vacation hours multiplied by his hourly rate of pay 
as of the effective date of discharge.
3. However, if the Employee is immediately rehired by the 
Employer and will continue to earn vacation allowance, such a 
payment shall not be made.
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4. An Employee who, pursuant to the U.S. Universal Military 
Service and Training Act or other Federal statute, is called or 
ordered and reports either voluntarily or involuntarily for 
active military duty with a branch of the U.S. Armed Forces shall 
be deemed to have terminated his services for the purposes of 
this Article. The Employee's-choice of lump sum payment for his 
vacation allowance will not of itself cause the forfeiture of his 
unused sick leave credits.
I. In the event that a vacation request is denied by the 
Employer, the Employee may request he be furnished the reasons 
for the denial in writing.
J. For academic year Employees, no vacation leave shall be 
granted in addition to the time during which he is permitted to 
be absent in any calendar year by reason of the terms of his 
annual professional obligation. Academic year Employees are not 
eligible to accrue and accumulate vacation leave.
K. Personnel whose salaries are paid‘from other than the 
general revenues of the State of Hawaii or from funds deemed by 
the University to be assured for an indefinite period of time 
have vacation leave comparable to other calendar year personnel.
ARTICLE 30 - SICK LEAVE
A. Earning of Sick Leave
1. Calendar year Employees are eligible to earn sick leave 
at the rate of one and three-quarter (1 3/4) working days for 
each month of service.
"Calendar year Employees" are the eleven-month personnel, 
who have a twelve-month professional obligation less the month of 
vacation allowance.
"Academic year Employees" are the nine-month personnel.
2. When an Employee renders less than a full month of 
service, he shall earn sick leave in accordance with the table of 
earnings shown below:
Actual Days of Service
For 1 to 3
For 4 to 6
For 7 to 9
For 10 to 12
For 13 to 15
For 16 to 18
For 19 or more
Working Days of Leave 
0
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/4 
1 1/2 
1 3/4
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3. Individuals who are employed on a temporary, 
contractual, or substitute basis while on vacation from another 
position in the State government or any political subdivision of 
the State shall not earn sick leave allowance for such 
employment.
4. Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, sick leave 
allowance shall accrue to an Employee while he is on leave with 
pay. No sick leave allowance shall accrue:
a. During the period of any vacation leave or sick 
leave granted when the employment terminates or is to 
terminate at the end of such leave;
b. During the period the Employee is on leave without 
pay except for the period he is on leave for disability and 
is being paid Workers' Compensation therefor;
c. During any period of valid suspension which is 
sustained in the event an appeal is made by the Employee;
d. During any period of unauthorized leave; or
e. During any period the Employee is on educational 
leave (including, to the extent the term may be applicable, 
professional development or improvement leave).
B. Accumulation of Sick Leave
1. An Employee may accumulate the sick leave he earns. The 
unused sick leave accumulated shall be credited to the Employee's 
account for subsequent use in the event of a sickness.
2. Such unused sick leave may be accumulated without 
limitation, and sick leave shall be administered on a calendar 
year basis and recorded at the end of each calendar year.
C. Notification of Sickness. Notification of absence on 
account of sickness shall be given as soon as possible on the 
first day of absence or if impracticable as soon thereafter as 
circumstances permit. If, in the opinion of the Employer, such 
notification has not been given in accordance with this section, 
such absence may, in the discretion of the Employer, be charged 
to vacation allowance or leave without pay.
D. Application for Sick Leave
1. Application for sick leave shall be filed on a form 
prescribed by the Employer or his designee, within five (5) 
working days after return to duty; provided that in the event 
such Employee dies before that time or before returning to duty, 
his executor or administrator or his Employer if he deems it 
proper may file such application within six (6) months after his
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death. Sick leave shall not be granted unless it is proved to 
the satisfaction of the Employer that the Employee's absence from 
work was necessary because of sickness.
2. The Employer shall require the Employee to submit a 
licensed physician's certificate for absences of five (5) or more 
consecutive working days to substantiate the fact that the period 
of absence was due entirely to sickness and that the Employee is 
physically and/or mentally able to resume the duties of his 
position. The Employer may require the Employee to be examined 
by a physician of the Employer's choice provided the Employer 
assumes the cost of the physician's services.
3. No sick leave of less than one (1) hour may be granted.
4. Upon application by the Employee, sick leave when 
granted may include all sick leave allowances as of the last full 
month of service immediately preceding the return from sick 
leave, or as much thereof as is needed, to permit the Employee to 
recover from his sickness.
E. Sick Leave Charged Only for Working Days. Employees 
absent from work on account of sickness, shall have charged 
against their sick leave allowance, only scheduled working days 
which occur during such absence.
F. Additional Sick Leave With Pay. Additional sick leave 
with pay, in excess of that which the Employee is entitled to, 
may be granted with the written approval of the Employer, 
provided, that due consideration shall be given to the length of 
service of the particular Employee requesting the leave.
G. Credit for Sick Leave During Vacation. When sickness 
lasting one (1) or more consecutive working days occurs during a 
vacation, the period of sickness shall, upon submittal of a 
licensed physician's certificate or other satisfactory proof of 
such sickness as deemed necessary by the department head, be 
charged as sick leave, and the charge against vacation allowance 
shall be reduced accordingly. Application for such substitution 
of sick leave for vacation shall be made within five (5) working 
days upon return to work.
H. Sick leave shall be allowed for medical, dental, 
optical, and optometrical examination appointments which the 
Employee cannot schedule for non-work time.
I. Sick leave shall be allowed for temporary disabilities 
as defined under the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
Guidelines, Title 29, Chapter 14, Section 1604, of the Code of 
Federal Regulations.
J. Physical examinations required by the Employer shall not 
be charged against an Employee's sick leave.
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K. Academic year Employees are not eligible to accrue and 
accumulate sick leave.
L. Personnel appointed under research and training grants 
and contracts, and other extramural sources of funds, have sick 
leave comparable to other calendar year personnel. If the 
Employee's employment is terminated, the unused sick leave credit 
shall be void.
ARTICLE 31 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY
A. Leave Without Pay for Professional Improvement
1. Leaves of absence without pay for professional 
improvement may be granted where such leave is determined to be 
to the advantage of the University, provided that the Employee's 
absence will not adversely affect the operations of the unit and 
the University. Such leaves will not be granted for periods 
longer than one year at a time. Leaves without pay which exceed 
one (1) month are creditable toward professional improvement 
leave with pay or salary increments if there is a prior agreement 
in writing.
2. Professional improvement leaves are granted only in 
cases where the recipient will enhance her/his value to the 
University by deliberately seeking to improve her/his 
professional abilities. In these leaves, the improvement of the 
recipient's professional abilities must be primary and direct, 
and not a secondary or incidental consequence, such as may result 
from employment by an outside agency.
a. If the support for the leave is provided by the 
recipient herself/himself, then the recipient's statement of 
purpose establishes whether the primary purpose is 
professional improvement.
b. If support is provided by an outside agency, then 
the agency's reason for providing support defines the 
primary reason for the leave.
c. Fellowships and foundation grants awarded to enable 
recipients to pursue the kind of research, scholarship and
creative work which improve their professional abilities and 
so enhance their value to the University are considered to 
be for professional improvement.
B. Leave Without Pay for Personal Reasons
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1. Leave without pay may be granted to an Employee for the 
purpose of engaging in activities judged by the Employer to be to 
the advantage of the University, but which do not qualify her/him 
for leave without pay for professional improvement, provided that 
the Employee's absence will not adversely affect the operations 
of the unit and the University. Such leaves shall normally not 
be granted for more than one (1) year at a time.
2. Personal leave may also be granted to an Employee for 
compassionate reasons, provided that the Employee's absence will 
not adversely affect the operations of the unit and the 
University. Such leaves shall not be granted for more than 
ninety (90) days at a time. When such leaves are of an emergency 
nature, approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
3. Leaves of absence for personal reasons are not 
creditable toward leave with pay for professional improvement or 
salary increments.
ARTICLE 32 - TRAVEL
A. Applicable rules, ordinances, and policies. Except as 
modified by this Article, Chapter 3-10, Hawaii Administrative 
Rules shall remain applicable for the duration of this 
Agreement.
B. Travel occurring on same island. When Employees are 
required to work in locations which make it impracticable and 
undesirable to return home at the end of a workday, one of the 
following shall apply:
1. If commercial lodging is utilized, the Employee shall be 
paid a travel allowance pursuant to Paragraph D.
2. If commercial lodging is not available, such as in 
mountainous or other remote areas, the Employer shall provide 
cabins or tentage and needed camping supplies and equipment. At 
the Employee's option, the Employer shall also provide adequate 
stores of food or pay each Employee $18 per day in lieu thereof.
C. Off-island travel to mountainous or other remote areas.
1. Whenever Employees are required to travel on official 
business to mountainous or other remote areas where no commercial 
lodging is available, the Employer shall provide cabins, tentage, 
or shall arrange for lodging within available facilities, and 
shall provide adequate stores of food or pay each Employee $18 
per day in lieu thereof.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph, a 
mutual agreement may be arranged among Employees with the 
Employer to provide for per diem expenses in lieu of this 
paragraph.
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D. Intra-state travel.
1. When an Employee is required to travel on official 
business to another island the Employee shall be provided with a 
per diem of $50 per 24-hour day. Effective July 1, 1988, this 
per diem shall increase to $55 per 24-hour day.
2. In the case of official travel time involving a fraction 
of a day, the allowable claim shall be in terms of quarter-day 
periods, with the quarter-day periods measured from midnight. In 
computing the amount of per diem, the quarter-day period shall 
begin 30 minutes before the scheduled flight departure time.
This shall also be applicable to one-day trips; that is, leaving 
and returning on the same day.
E. Out-of-state travel.
1. When Employees are required to travel on official 
business to areas outside the State of Hawaii, they shall be 
provided a per diem of $100 per 24-hour day. Effective July 1, 
1988, the per diem rate shall increase to $110 per 24-hour day.
2. In the case of official travel time involving a fraction 
of a day, the allowable claim shall be in terms of quarter-day 
periods, with the quarter-day periods measured from midnight. In 
computing the amount of per diem, the quarter-day period shall 
begin 24 hours prior to the time the Employee is to be at work at 
the out-of-state destination.
F. Reimbursement for per diem related expenses exceeding 
the per diem rate.
Whenever an Employee's commercial lodging cost exceeds $35 
per 24-hour day for intra-state travel or $70 per 24-hour day for 
out-of-state travel, the Employee shall be entitled to an 
additional amount added to his per diem. This amount shall equal 
to the difference of the actual daily cost of commercial 
lodging and $35 or $70, as applicable, multiplied by the number 
of days spent on commercial lodging. Unless otherwise waived by 
the Employer request for excess expenses shall be made in advance 
of the Employee's trip. Effective July 1, 1988, the $70 
allowable cost for commercial lodging shall be increased to $75 
per 24-hour day.
G. Advanced per diem.
Whenever possible, an Employee shall receive advanced per 
diem for official travel.
H. In order to provide freedom of choice in meal 
consumption, an Employee shall not have his per diem reduced on 
the basis of meals included in conference programs.
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I. Mileage reimbursement.
1. The term "vehicles" as used in this paragraph only 
applies to automobiles, trucks, vans, or buses.
2. Employees who are authorized to use their private 
vehicles to carry out their duties and responsibilities shall be 
reimbursed at the rate of $.33 for each mile traveled for 
business purposes.
3. Employees who are presently being provided 
automobile allowance for the required use of their private 
vehicles in the performance of their official duties shall 
continue receiving such allowances, provided that the amount, of 
the allowance may be modified through a separate memorandum of 
agreement mutually agreed to by the Union and the Employer 
concerned. However, allowances shall be terminated when the 
Employer no longer requires the Employees to use their private 
vehicles in the performance of their official duties.
4. Mileage reimbursement to and from home to work site 
shall be allowed for all call back work and for overtime work on 
scheduled days off and holidays, except for Employees whose 
normal work hours include the holiday.
ARTICLE 33 - PARKING
A. Parking Rates
1. This paragraph shall apply only to Employees under the 
following conditions:
a. The Employee is required to provide a personal 
vehicle for work purposes as a condition of employment as 
determined by the Employer; and
b. The Employee parks at a parking facility under the 
jurisdiction of the State Department of Accounting and 
General Services or the City and County of Honolulu Building 
Department.
2. Parking rates for Employees covered by this paragraph 
shall be as follows:
STATE OF HAWAII
Island of Oahu
Covered Parking 
Uncovered Parking
$12.50/month 
7.50/month
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Neighbor Islands
Covered Parking $ 7.50/month
Uncovered Parking $ 5.00/month
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
All Parking $ 7.50/month
B. It is understood and agreed that Employees who are 
required to provide a personal automobile as a condition of 
employment and who are parking in commercial parking facilities 
shall be offered a parking assignment in a DAGS or City Building 
Department facility, as applicable, and as space becomes 
available. Until such time that the Employer can offer such 
parking assignment, the Employer agrees to reimburse each 
Employee a monthly sum as follows:
STATE OF HAWAII
Island of Oahu
Covered Parking 
Uncovered Parking
Neighbor Islands
Covered Parking 
Uncovered Parking
$12.50/month 
$ 7.50/month
$ 7.50/month 
$ 5.00/month
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
All Parking $ 7.50/month
Any Employee who declines an offer to park in a DAGS or City 
Building Department facility shall not be entitled to the 
reimbursement.
C. It is further understood and agreed that Employees who 
are required to provide a personal automobile as a condition of 
employment and who presently are not charged for parking shall 
continue to receive free parking, unless their conditions of 
employment are changed.
ARTICLE 34 - MISCELLANEOUS
A. The Employer agrees to furnish a copy of the Agreement 
together with any letter which may be furnished by the Union 
outlining its collective bargaining services and membership 
information to all new Employees of the bargaining unit.
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B. The Employer shall either reimburse Employees for the 
reasonable value, or pay for the actual cost of repair, of 
personal clothing, prescription glasses, and watches which are 
maliciously damaged or destroyed by another person or animal 
while the Employee is acting in the discharge of his duties and 
without negligence.
The Employer's liability shall be limited to fifty dollars 
($50) for watches.
C. The Employer shall provide the Union upon request, not 
more than twice each year, lists showing the names of all 
Employees, their classification titles, their department, and the 
most recent dates of continuous hire in the jurisdiction.
ARTICLE 35 - SAVING CLAUSE
Should any part of this Agreement be rendered or declared 
invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction or by the Hawaii 
Public Employment Relations Board, such invalidation of such part 
or portion of this Agreement shall not invalidate the remaining 
portions thereof and they shall remain in full force and effect.
ARTICLE 36 - SALARIES
A. Subject to the approval of the respective legislative 
bodies, effective October 1, 1987, the salary schedule in effect 
on September 30, 1987 shall be amended to reflect a 2.93% 
across-the-board salary adjustment and the designation of 
mid-steps; such amended salary schedule shall be designated as 
Exhibit A-l, and the salary of every bargaining unit Employee 
shall be determined as follows:
1. Any Employee compensated on September 30, 1987, at any 
step in the salary schedule shall be assigned to the 
corresponding step of said Employee's salary range in the salary 
schedule designated as Exhibit A-l.
2. Any Employee compensated at Steps A, B, C, or D shall 
move to Steps Al, Bl, Cl and D1 respectively of said Employee's 
salary range in the salary schedule designated A-l.
3. Any Employee compensated beyond Step E shall receive an 
across-the-board salary adjustment of 2.93%.
B. Subject to the approval of the respective legislative 
bodies, effective October 1, 1988, the salary schedule in effect 
on September 30, 1988, shall be amended to reflect a 3.05% 
across-the-board salary adjustment and shall be designated as 
Exhibit A-2. The salary of every bargaining unit Employee shall 
be determined as follows:
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1. Any Employee compensated at Step A or E shall be 
assigned to the corresponding step of said Employee's salary 
range in the salary schedule designated as Exhibit A-2.
2. Any Employee compensated on September 30, 1988, at Steps 
Al, Bl, Cl or D1 shall move to Steps B, C, D, or E respectively 
of said Employee's salary range in the salary schedule designated 
as Exhibit A-2.
3. Any Employee compensated beyond Step E shall receive an 
across-the-board salary adjustment of 3.05%.
C. Between the period October 1, 1987 through October 1, 
1988, Employees whose step assignment changes due to promotion, 
demotion or other personnel action shall have their increases 
recomputed based on their appropriate pay rates so as not to lose 
the step movements on the second year of the contract, provided 
that any Employee who has been moved to Steps A, B, C, D, or E 
due to promotion, demotion or other personnel action shall be 
assigned to the corresponding step in the salary schedule 
designated as Exhibit A-2.
ARTICLE 37 - HEALTH FUND
A. Subject to the approval of the respective legislative 
bodies, and the provisions of Section 87-4(a), HRS, the Employer 
shall pay to the Hawaii Public Employees Health Fund a monthly 
contribution of $31.16, effective July 1, 1987, and $34.28 
effective July 1, 1988, for each employee-beneficiary and $95.80, 
effective July 1, 1987, and $105.38, effective July 1, 1988, for 
each employee-beneficiary with a dependent-beneficiary. Such 
contributions shall be used toward the payment of costs of 
hospital, medical and surgical benefits of a health benefits 
plan.
B. Subject to the approval of the respective legislative 
bodies, the Employer shall pay to the Hawaii Public Employees 
Health Fund a monthly contribution of $5.96, effective July 1, 
1987, and $6.24, effective July 1, 1988, for each child who has 
not attained the age of nineteen of all employee-beneficiaries 
who are enrolled for dental benefits. The contributions shall be 
used toward the payment of costs of dental benefits of a health 
benefits plan.
C. Subject to the approval of the respective legislative 
bodies, the Employer shall pay to the Hawaii Public Employees 
Health Fund a monthly contribution of $2.25 for each Employee, to 
be used towards the payment of group life insurance benefits for 
each Employee.
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ARTICLE 38 - ENTIRETY, MODIFICATION AND CONFLICT
A. The Employer and the Union agree that the terms and 
provisions herein contained constitute the entire Agreement 
between the parties and supersede all previous communications, 
representations or agreements, either verbal or written between 
the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter herein.
B. The Employer and the Union agree that all negotiable 
items have been discussed during the negotiations leading to this 
Agreement and, therefore, agree that negotiations will not be 
reopened on any item during the life of this Agreement except as 
provided in Article 39, Duration, or by mutual consent.
C. If there is any conflict between the provisions of this 
Agreement and any rules and regulations, Board of Regents 
Policies or other personnel regulations applicable to Employees, 
the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.
ARTICLE 39 - DURATION
This Agreement shall become effective as of July 1, 1987 and 
shall remain in effect to and including June 30, 1989. It shall 
be renewed thereafter with respect to the subject matter covered, 
in accordance with statutes unless either party gives written 
notice to the other party of its desire to amend, modify or 
terminate the Agreement, and such written notice is given between 
July 1 and August 30, 1988. The notice shall include in writing 
the specific proposals of the notifying party. When any such 
notice is given, negotiations for a new Agreement shall commence 
on or about September 1 following the giving of the notice.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, by their authorized 
representatives, have executed this Agreement this /f **^ day of 
_____, 1987.
STATE OF HAWAII HAWAII GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
Its UH President
EXHIBIT A-l
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SALARY SCHEDULE 
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE, PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL UNIT
FOR 9-MONTH PERSONNEL 
(EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1987)
STEPS
RANGE
NO. A Al B Bl C Cl D Dl E
1 MONTHLY 1223 1258 1292 1327 1367 1405 1445 1488 1532
ANNUAL 14676 15096 15504 15924 16404 16860 17340 17856 18384
2 MONTHLY 1292 1327 1367 1405 1445 1488 1532 1580 1624
ANNUAL 15504 15924 16404 16860 17340 17856 18384 18960 19488
3 MONTHLY 1367 1405 1445 1488 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728
ANNUAL 16404 16860 17340 17856 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736
4 MONTHLY 1445 1488 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728 1787 1849
ANNUAL 17340 17856 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188
5 MONTHLY 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728 1787 1849 1910 1978
ANNUAL 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736
6 MONTHLY 1624 1676 1728 17 87 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118
ANNUAL 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416
7 MONTHLY 1728 17 87 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268
ANNUAL 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216
8 MONTHLY 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431
ANNUAL 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172
9 MONTHLY 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609
ANNUAL 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308
10 MONTHLY 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798
ANNUAL 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576
11 MONTHLY 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003
ANNUAL 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036
12 MONTHLY 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003 3114
ANNUAL 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036 37368
13 MONTHLY 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003 3114
ANNUAL 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036 37368
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SALARY SCHEDULE 
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE, PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL UNIT
FOR 11-MONTH PERSONNEL 
(EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1987)
STEPS
RANGE
NO. A Al B Bl C Cl D Dl E
1 MONTHLY 1367 1405 1445 1488 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728
ANNUAL 16404 16860 17340 17856 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736
2 MONTHLY 1445 1488 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728 1787 1849
ANNUAL 17340 17856 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188
3 MONTHLY 1532 1580 1624 1676 1728 1787 1849 1910 1978
ANNUAL 18384 18960 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736
4 MONTHLY 1624 1676 1728 17 87 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118
ANNUAL 19488 20112 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416
5 MONTHLY 1728 17 87 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268
ANNUAL 20736 21444 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216
6 MONTHLY 1849 1910 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431
ANNUAL 22188 22920 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172
7 MONTHLY 1978 2048 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609
ANNUAL 23736 24576 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308
8 MONTHLY 2118 2193 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798
ANNUAL 25416 26316 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576
9 MONTHLY 2268 2348 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003
ANNUAL 27216 28176 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036
10 MONTHLY 2431 2520 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003 3114 3229
ANNUAL 29172 30240 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036 37368 38748
11 MONTHLY 2609 2700 2798 2900 3003 3114 3229 3345 3471
ANNUAL 31308 32400 33576 34800 36036 37368 38748 40140 41652
12 MONTHLY 2798 2900 3003 3114 3229 3345 3471 3595 3729
ANNUAL 33576 34800 36036 37368 38748 40140 41652 43140 44748
13 MONTHLY 3003 3114 3229 3345 3471 3595 3729 3869 4012
ANNUAL 36036 37368 38748 40140 41652 43140 44748 46428 48144
14 MONTHLY 3229 3345 3471 3595 3729 3869 4012 4162 4321
ANNUAL 38748 40140 41652 43140 44748 46428 48144 49944 51852
15 MONTHLY 3471 3595 3729 3869 4012 4162 4321 4482 4652
ANNUAL 41652 43140 44748 46428 48144 49944 51852 53784 55824
16 MONTHLY 3729 3869 4012 4162 4321 4482 4652
ANNUAL 44748 46428 48144 49944 51852 53784 55824
17 MONTHLY 4012 4162 4321 4482 4652
ANNUAL 48144 49944 51852 53784 55824
EXHIBIT A-2
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SALARY SCHEDULE 
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE, PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL UNIT
FOR 9-MONTH PERSONNEL 
(EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1988)
RANGE
NO. A B
STEPS
C D E
1 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1260
15120
1331
15972
1409
16908
1489
17868
1579
18948
2 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1331
15972
1409
16908
1489
17868
1579
18948
1674
20088
3 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1409
16908
1489
17868
1579
18948
1674
20088
1781
21372
4 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1489
17868
1579
18948
1674
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
5 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1579
18948
167 4 
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
6 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1674
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
7 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
8 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
9 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
10 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
11 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
12 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
13 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SALARY SCHEDULE 
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE, PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL UNIT
FOR 11-MONTH PERSONNEL 
(EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1988)
STEPS
RANGE
NO. A B C D E
1 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1409
16908
1489
17868
1579
18948
1674
20088
1781
21372
2 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1489
17868
1579
18948
1674
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
3 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1579
18948
1674
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
4 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1674
20088
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
5 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1781
21372
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
6 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
1905
22860
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
7 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2038
24456
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
8 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2183
26196
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
9 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2337
28044
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
10 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2505
30060
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
3327
39924
11 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2689
32268
2883
34596
3095
37140
3327
39924
3577
42924
12 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
2883
34596
3095
37140
3327
39924
3577
42924
3843
46116
13 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
3095
37140
3327
39924
3577
42924
3843
46116
4134
49608
14 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
3327
39924
3577
42924
3843
46116
4134
49608
4453
53436
15 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
3577
42924
3843
46116
4134
49608
4453
53436
4794
57528
16 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
3843
46116
4134
49608
4453
53436
4794
57528
17 MONTHLY
ANNUAL
4134
49608
4453
53436
4794
57528
\o
<i co/Mmgyy
MUNICIPAL
AFSCME
in the public service
— o L1Z'T-X-oofbifg-poio
Bureau o f Labor S tatistics 
C o llective  Bargaining Studies
U.S. Department of Labor
830533 
JULY 31
This report is authorized by law 29 U.S.C 2.
Your voluntary cooperation is needed to make 
the results o f this survey comprehensive, 
accurate, and timely. ___
87 AUG 14 P3
HAWAII LABOR RELATIONS BGA.’D
1
F o rm  A p p ro v e d  
O .M .B . N o . 1220-0001 
A p p ro v a l E xp ire s  7 /3 1 /8 7
EESEARCH ANALYST
BAHAll PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS
EGARE
550 HALEKAUHILA STREET 
HONOLULU , HI- 96813
L J
PREVIOUS AGREEMENT EXPIRED 
JUNE 30, 1987
Respondent:
We have in our file of collective bargaining agreements a copy of your agreement(s):
WITH STATE, COUNTY, AND MUNICIPAL E Univ of Hawaii Admin Prof S Tech Unit 8 LU 152 HAMAH
Would you please send us a copy of your current agreement-with any supplements (e.g., employee-benefit plans) and wage 
schedules-negotiated to replace or to supplement the expired agreement. If your old agreement has been continued without 
change or if it is to remain in force until negotiations are concluded, a notation to this effect on this letter will be appreciated.
I should like to remind you that our agreement file is open for your use, except for material submitted with a restriction on 
public inspection. You may return this form and your agreement in the enclosed envelope which requires no postage.
PLEASE RETURN THIS LETTER WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE OR AGREEMENTIS).
I f  more than one agreement, use back o f  form for each document. (Please Print)
8 3 31. Approximate number of employees involved — -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Number and location of establishments covered by agreement S21— Islands of Oahu,_Hawaii , JKauai & Maui
3. Product, service, or type of business Provision of higher education.__________________
4. If your agreement has been extended, indicate new expiration date — •_________________________________
Charles T. Kaqawa ^ Research A n a l y s t - ______________ (808) 548-6267____
Your Name and Position Area Code/Telephone Number
550 Halekauwila Street______________Honolulu, Hawaii 96813_________
Address C ity /Sta te/ZIP  Code
Commissioner
BLS  2 4 5 2  (Rev. A u g u s t 1984)
